CoreConnect sm
CoreConnect enables automotive recyclers to easily price, see demand for, and sell Core parts.
CoreConnect enables you to easily determine the value of Core parts you have in inventory or on salvage
you are considering purchasing. Developed in partnership with Rebuilders Automotive Supply (RAS), the
web-based application connects the demand for parts from manufacturers and rebuilders identified
by RAS within your inventory in Hollander’s EDEN® parts network. Further, for those yards using
Hollander’s Powerlink yard management system, seamless integration with CoreConnect automates the
associated inventory management and sales process.
Determine Demand
CoreConnect makes it easy to find parts that can be sold at any point in the vehicle/part lifecycle - at
auction, vehicle intake, in yard, in inventory, and before scrap. By running a report against your inventory
you can identify high value parts; slow moving, low value, or excessive core inventory, or drill down or drill
down on which parts currently in inventory could be sold. Further, by vehicle you can enter the VIN and
the software will tell you which parts are in demand and their value.
Simplify Selling
CoreConnect provides the ability to print pick lists so users can pull the parts from inventory and print
tags when the parts are added to the bin. When parts are added to the RAS Bin (“sold to RAS”) they are
automatically removed from EDEN and Powerlink inventory, and delisted if on eBay, HollanderParts.com
or Hollander Storefront. If you decide not to sell the part to RAS, either by removing via CoreConnect or
selling it through Powerlink, the part is automatically removed from the bin and the part inventory record
is updated in EDEN and Powerlink. When the RAS bin is full, CoreConnect will notify RAS to pick up the
bin, total the amount RAS owes you, and electronically invoice them.
For more information contact Hollander Sales at 800-825-0644!
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